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STORY 1: "Lenny’s At A Loss"

CUT IN:

INT. BEDROOM - DAY

LENNY, a hip, potentially cute, 23 year old wakes up,

stretches, and slaps a big ol’ smile on his face.

CUT TO: SPLIT SCREEN

SCREEN ONE

INT. BATHROOM - DAY

Lenny gets ready. GINA, his type A (stuck up) roommate waits

outside. She knocks on the door.

GINA

When you’re done, I need to talk to

you about something.

Lenny opens the door.

GINA

This just isn’t working.

SCREEN TWO

INT. BUSY OFFICE - DAY

A frustrated Lenny fumbles with the printer. He struggles as

his boss watches from a distance. A co-worker realizes that

he just needed to add paper.

BOSS

Lenny, come in to my office when

you got a sec.

INT. BOSS’ OFFICE - DAY

Lenny sits down.

BOSS

This just isn’t working.



2.

SCREEN THREE

EXT. CITY STREET - DAY

Lenny holds hands with JOHN, his rich, 32 year old

boyfriend, who is obviously not interested in a thing Lenny

has to say.

JOHN

Hey, I think we need to talk.

Lenny halts.

JOHN

This just isn’t working.

CUT TO:

INT. BUBBLE TEA CAFE - DAY

LENNY holds up a line while sobbing to the BARISTA, who

doesn’t give a fuck.

LENNY

Literally, my entire life just fell

apart!

BARISTA

If you’re not gonna order anything,

then you need to step out of line.

LENNY

Just give me a large pearl tea,

double boba, light ice, 30% sugar.

Thanks. Hey, you guys aren’t hiring

are you?

The barista takes the now hiring sign with him before

stepping away to make the drink.

BARISTA

Not at the moment, no.

TITLE SEQUENCE
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INT. SMALL BROOKLYN APARTMENT - DAY

Three weeks later. Lenny lays on the bed wearing a pair of

footie pajamas and talking on the phone.

LENNY

Hi! Yes, this is Lenny Brown. I was

supposed to have a phone interview

with Carol today, but I haven’t

heard from her, so--

Beat. Lenny’s face goes white.

LENNY

No shit. Sorry, I just...oh my god.

What happened?

CUT TO:

EXT. CITY STREET - DAY

Carol walks to work.

PEDESTRIAN

Watch out!

She looks up to see the falling air conditioner.

CAROL

Oh fu--

CUT TO:

INT. BEDROOM - DAY

LENNY

I’m so sorry for your loss. So,

listen. While I have you on the

phone, is there anyway I could hear

a bit more about your new open

position? I feel very passionate

about the work your company does

and would love to be considered for

that role as well. Hello? Helllloo?
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INT. KITCHEN - DAY

Lenny opens the fridge. He only has strawberry cream cheese

and sour milk. He still takes it out anyway. Then, he opens

the cabinet to find elbow noodles. "Mac n cheese" in the

making.

INT. BEDROOM - DAY

Lenny is talking to "John."

LENNY

John, baby, you’re really going to

have to trust me when I say I will

fix this. You want a mature and

sophisticated man? You got it. I’ll

get a new job and will hopefully

keep it this time. Then everything

will be fine for us.

Reveal: Lenny is looking at a picture of him and his ex

kissing.

LENNY

But first I’m going to watch some

Grey’s Anatomy.

He kisses the picture frame, takes a bite of his "mac n’

cheese." He spits it out.

LENNY

Oh my ’Yonce. What did I make?

He leaves with his gross meal.

INT. LIVING ROOM --DAY

Lenny begins getting restless watching TV. He looks past his

empty "mac n cheese" dish at the clock.

LENNY

I should do something with my day.

SMASH CUT:
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INT. LIVING ROOM - DAY

Lenny puts on an entire show, with costumes and all. A happy

song, he belts and shakes his booty. A sad song, he sobs. An

angry song, he rages too hard and slams his hand against the

wall. A calm, soothing song, his stomach grumbles. Uh-oh...

INT. BATHROOM - DAY

Lenny smokes a joint, while sitting on the toilet.

LENNY

(To himself)

God, I miss Gina’s mac n’ cheese.

He takes a long drag and farts.

JUMP TO:

Lenny struggles to grab something from under the cabinet

without getting up from the toilet.

JUMP TO:

Still on the toilet, Lenny nairs his back by using a

spatula.

JUMP TO:

Lenny scrolls through potential roommates like it’s Tinder.

LENNY

No, no, no, no, no, no...

He leans forward on the toilet to grab toilet paper and

realizing he got nair on the back of the toilet seat, with

all of his back hair.

LENNY

Crap.

INT. BEDROOM -- DAY

Lenny looks at the clock and it’s only been 45 minutes since

he’s gone to the bathroom (fucking gross).

LENNY

Can today go any slower? Oh my

god-ugh!
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INT. BEDROOM --DAY

Lenny masturbates. He looks at the clock. It’s only been two

minutes since he last looked. His phone rings and he

frantically answers it without looking at the caller ID.

LENNY

Hello? Hi, this is Lenny. Oh. Shit,

Mom. Now’s not the best time.

He hangs up and dials right back.

LENNY

Hi, sorry. I love you. Call you

back later.

He hangs up again.

INT. EMPTY BEDROOM --DAY

Lenny reflects in this empty room. He sits, looking at the

clock, and throwing a ball at the wall. Another minute

strikes.

EXT. PARK --DAY

Lenny brings a picnic to the park. By picnic, we mean a

bottle of whiskey in a basket.

LENNY

Damn it, I forgot my blanket.

He sits down and opens the bottle and swigs. He lays back.

LENNY

(To God?)

You’re funny, you know that? I

mean, you don’t because you’re not

real. But still...Things have to

get better than this, right? I

mean, there’s gotta be more than

this. Can you just send me, like, a

sign, or whatever, that this will

get better?

He crosses the father, the son, and the holy spirit.

LENNY

I thought that would, like, cue a

burrito truck with free samples or

something.

(CONTINUED)
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Lenny takes another swig. Then, he begins to smell

something. He sits up and there’s a huge shit stain on his

back. He sees the poo.

LENNY

(To God? again)

You gotta be shitting me.

EXT. PARK ENTERANCE --DAY

Lenny walks to his parked bike. People react around him to

the shit. He arrives and only his bike lock is left.

LENNY

Oh my God-ugh!

He kicks the railing and hurts his foot.

LENNY

Ow! Mother fu--

EXT. CITY STREET - DAY

Lenny limps to the subway entrance a few blocks away. It

begins to rain. He’s festering.

INT. SUBWAY -- DAY

Lenny sits on a crowded subway. A MAN smiles at him. Lenny’s

unsure it’s for him at first. The man starts winking. Lenny

is slightly flattered. The man starts rubbing his crotch,

beginning to get an erection. Lenny turns to the passenger

next to him.

LENNY

Of course. Dude, do you see this

guy?

The passenger turns up his headphones. The man crosses over

to Lenny and then begins groping his own erect penis and

slurping at Lenny.

LENNY

Seriously, does no one see this? Is

no one going to help me here?

Finally, he actually pulls out his dick. The train halts and

the man’s dick smacks Lenny in the face. Lenny storms off

the subway, literally screaming.
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INT. BEDROOM - EVENING

Lenny plops on his bed and contemplates dialing his ex. He

does but catches the voice box.

LENNY

Hey John, it’s Len. Just calling to

say hi. I’ve had just the

worst...never mind. I hope you’re

doing okay. Anyway, um, I guess

I’ll see you around. Bye.

Lenny hangs up and moments later he gets a text from JOHN,

his ex, that reads "Please stop calling me."

INT. BATHROOM -- NIGHT

Lenny sits in the tub, eating ice cream with a knife, while

doing a face mask. He goes under water and seems to drown

himself. He doesn’t re-emerge. Funeral music plays.

JUMP TO:

Lenny’s totally fine above water wearing his face mask. The

drowning was in his head. He gets a text. The text messages

appear on screen

(TEXT)

Hi. I saw ur ad for a roomamte on

craigslist. i’m interested. still

open?

Lenny perks up.

LENNY

Yaaaaas!

Lenny proudly takes a bite of his ice cream. He looks up to

Yonce.

LENNY

Okay, this is a sign!

He keeps eating ice cream and turns up the music.

STORY 2: Lenny looks for lust
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INT. BAR - NIGHT

ZEKE (22), Lenny’s b.e.a.u.t.i.f.u.l., fast-talking,

Palestinian-American best friend makes out with a guy across

the bar. Meanwhile, Lenny is getting winked at by an old guy

sitting next to him.

OLD MAN

Who’s your daddy?

LENNY

(To the bartender)

Another, please.

ZEKE approaches.

ZEKE

Hiiiii!

LENNY

Thank god you’re back. So, he was

cute.

ZEKE

Oh? You think?

LENNY

Don’t you?

ZEKE

Eh. Why aren’t you dancing?

LENNY

Why would I dance when I have

everything I need right here?

Lenny points to the sleezy old man who blows a kiss.

ZEKE

Okay, when are you going to start

putting yourself out there again?

LENNY

Zeke, I’ve literally only been

single for, like, three weeks.

ZEKE

And?

LENNY

And I don’t want to date anyone

yet. Besides, John and I are going

to figure this out.

(CONTINUED)
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ZEKE

First off, who said anything about

dating? Until you finish

interviewing perspective roommates,

you got that place all to yourself!

Second, we need to talk about that

disillusion of you getting back

with John later. For now, who here

do you think is cute?

LENNY

I don’t know. No one, really.

ZEKE

Lenny, come on. You’re killing me.

LENNY

You’re killing me. Even if I did

want to hook up with someone from

the bar, which I don’t, it’s not

easy for me like it is for you.

ZEKE

Okay, then don’t do it here. But

girl, you gotta get your dick wet.

How ’bout the apps?

LENNY

Like Grindr?

ZEKE

Or Scruff.

LENNY

Chappy?

ZEKE

GDaddy.

LENNY

Tinder.

SMASH CUT:

Lenny and Zeke banter back and forth - Daddyhunt, Manhung,

Manhunt, Hornet, Down4Now, Growlr, Gcupid, OkCupid,

BearDaddy, SugarDaddy...

ZEKE

Squirt.

(CONTINUED)
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LENNY

That’s not real.

ZEKE

Christan Mingle.

LENNY

Okay, enough.

ZEKE

Plenty of Fish.

LENNY

Now you’ve gone too far. Do people

even still use that?

ZEKE

God, I hope not. My point is that

there are options, Len.

Zeke makes eyes with another guy across the bar.

ZEKE

Now, I love you. You know that, but

I’m going to go make out with that

guy over their before I catch your

celibacy.

LENNY

Okay, just don’t catch anything

else.

ZEKE

Good one. Being sad and alone has

made you funny.

Zeke downs his drink, kisses Lenny on the cheek, and is off.

INT. BEDROOM - NIGHT

Lenny lies in bed. He downloads an app. Then another...and

another.

INT. BEDROOM - MORNING

Lenny wakes up, checks his phone, and finds countless

messages and dick pics.

SMASH CUT:
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INT. APARTMENT (VARIOUS SPOTS) - DAY

Lenny spends his day sending and receiving a number pics.

INT. LIVING ROOM - DAY

Lenny gets a message "What’s your address?" He contemplates

for a moment. He looks at the picture of him and John, down

to this total hunk, then back to the photo of him and John.

LENNY

Sorry, babe.

Lenny texts his address.

SMASH CUT:

Lenny prepares his apartment for a hookup. He lights

candles, tries to decide on music, tries on different pairs

of underwear, blows out candles, looks for hemorrhoids in

the mirror (none, thank god), lights the candles again,

changes the music.

INT. LIVING ROOM - DAY

Lenny rushes to open the door. Deep breath. Lenny’s smiles

vanishes, when he opens the door to HUNG4U-a 50 year old man

who was obviously very fit and attractive at one point in

his life, but def not now. At least he brought wine.

HUNG4U

Lennial4Now?

LENNY

Hung4U?

Hung4U hugs Lenny.

HUNG4U

Nice to meet you!

CUT TO: LATER

Lenny and Hung4U sit on the couch. Hung4U is awkwardly

playing with Lenny’s ear lobe.

HUNG4U

God, you’re so cute.

(CONTINUED)
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LENNY

Thanks. You’re so...nice.

Hung4U giggles and takes a sip of wine. Lenny takes a gulp.

Hung4U pounces for a kiss.

INT. BEDROOM - DAY

Hung4U rides Lenny. Lenny can’t stop focusing on his wrinkly

skin, yellow-ish teeth, and long finger nails.

HUNG4U

Pinch my nipples.

LENNY

Um, okay.

Lenny does so.

HUNG4U

Like you want to rip them off and

eat them.

LENNY

I’m trying.

HUNG4U

Hannibal Lecter my nipples!

Terrified Lenny follows instructions. Hung4U woofs, then

takes poppers.

LENNY

Oh my God, can I please have some.

HUNG4U

No.

LENNY

Seriously?

HUNG4U

I’m almost there. I’m almost there.

I’m---

Hung4U obnoxiously orgasms, leaving Lenny terrified and

speechless. He plops next to Lenny.

HUNG4U

That was great. How d’you feel?

(CONTINUED)
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LENNY

I didn’t finish...

HUNG4U

Aw, man. That sucks.

Hung4U snuggles up to Lenny.

INT. LIVING ROOM - DAY

Hung4U and Lenny prepare to part ways.

HUNG4U

This was fun.

LENNY

So...um. Well, it happened.

Hung4U bashfully giggles.

HUNG4U

We should do it again sometime.

Hung4U leans in for a kiss. Lenny shakes his hand.

LENNY

Mmhm.

Hung4U lingers in the doorway, biting his lip. Lenny closes

the door on him.

LENNY

K, have a good day. Get home safe.

HUNG4U

I’m already having a great day

because of you, handsome.

LENNY

Okay.

Lenny finally closes the door. He takes a much needed

moment. Looks at a photo of John again, having a

conversation with him.

LENNY

Trust me. You’ve got nothing to be

jealous of. I won’t be doing that

again.

His phone buzzes. Another dick pic.

(CONTINUED)
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LENNY

Oooh, hello!

STORY 3: "Lenny Looks For a Roommate"

INT. LIVING ROOM - DAY

Lenny sits down with a variety of potential roommates for an

interview in his shoe-box apartment.

LENNY

G’head and take a seat. Thanks so

much for coming to see the

apartment.

DAWN, a southern bell, takes a seat.

DAWN

Well, thank you. They weren’t

kiddin’ ’bout these New York

apartments. They really are small!

So darlin’!

LENNY

Mhm. So, what brings you to

Brooklyn?

CUT TO:

LARRY, a tough and very muscular man now sits across from

Lenny.

LARRY

Just finished my time and need a

place to stay.

LENNY

Oh...what’d you do time for?

Larry stares at Lenny.

CUT TO:

LENNY

Ok...what do you like to do?

KEVIN, 43, acts like a 18 year old stoner bro.

KEVIN

Yo man, I love to smash pussy!

Wuddup A Bynes? I dank. I dab. I

doops.

(CONTINUED)
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LENNY

Doops?

Kevin laughs hysterically, hitting Lenny.

KEVIN

Oh, man...c’mon. You’re hilarious!

CUT TO:

LENNY

What type of roommate are you

looking for?

DAWN

Well, I really would love to find

someone clean and tidy. Someone

ready to eat some of my mama’s

famous peach cobbler recipe. Oh,

and anyone white.

LENNY

Is that code for, like, someone who

does coke or...?

CAROLE

Oh golly, no. No, I don’t do drugs.

I mean white as in Caucasian,

silly.

Lenny is speechless and horrified.

DAWN

Oh, but don’t you worry. I don’t

mind the gays or the Jews. They’re

tolerable.

CUT TO:

Kevin still laughing and hitting Lenny.

LENNY

Okay, okay. Jokes on me. What’s a

doop?

KEVIN

Shit, you’re serious! It’s when you

smoke a doobie while pooping. Bruh,

everyone knows that.

CUT TO:

Larry, looking hard at Lenny, who slyly leans in.

(CONTINUED)
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LENNY

Look, if it was, like, for weed or

drugs, or something, I feel like we

could work something out. Was it

for drugs?

Larry doesn’t say anything.

LENNY

Okay. Did you, um...did you hurt

someone?

Silence from Larry.

LENNY

Kill anyone?

LARRY

I said I don’t want to talk about

that.

LENNY

Okay, okay. Okay...okay, cool.

Cool.

Pause.

LARRY

When’s move in?

CUT TO:

Kevin, all smiles.

KEVIN

Yo, man you’re dope as shit. Where

does my dad write the check to for

rent?

LENNY

How old are you?

KEVIN

Also, man. I was thinkin’ maybe we

should switch rooms. I got more

stuff than you do I think.

CUT TO:

DAWN

I have a good feelin’ about you.
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INT. DOORWAY - DAY

Lenny shows them each out.

LENNY

Have a great day. I’ll call you!

Lenny shuts the door and immediately there’s a knock.

LENNY

I said I’ll give you a call when I

make my decision.

A woman’s voice, JENNY.

JENNY

Does that mean you found a

roommate?

Lenny opens the door to a beautiful hipster-looking woman.

She also looks just like him.

LENNY

No! No, not yet. Come on in.

JENNY

Thanks. Sorry I’m late.

LENNY

No worries. G’head and take a seat.

JENNY

Thanks.

LENNY

Look, I gotta be honest with you.

Today’s been a bit of a crazy day

and I just want to make a decision,

so I’m just going to ask you some

quick questions. Cool?

JENNY

Cool.

LENNY

Okay, so, first off, what’s your

name?

JENNY

Jenny.

(CONTINUED)
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LENNY

Oh my god! That’s so funny. I’m

Lenny! Lenny, Jenny!

They both laugh in unison.

LENNY

Okay, do you have a job and are you

able to pay rent on the first of

every month?

JENNY

Oh my god, of course. Why else

would I be here?

LENNY

You’d be surprised. Are you clean?

JENNY

I’m so clean, I’ll practically

clean you out!

They hesitate, but then obnoxiously laugh again.

LENNY

Okay, so this is gonna sounds so

weird, but you’re, like, not crazy,

a hard criminal, a racist, or

anything are you?

JENNY

Uh...nope?

LENNY

Then this may sound even weirder,

but I think I really like you!

JENNY

Oh my god, me too!

LENNY

Yeah?

JENNY

Yeah!

They do that weird laughing thing again.

SMASH CUT:

Montage of Jenny moving in and the two of them bonding-face

masks, dinners, movie nights.
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INT. LIVING ROOM - DAY

Lenny and Jenny eat ice cream on the couch.

LENNY

Can I just say, I feel like this

was such a great match. I’m so

happy I met you.

JENNY

Me too! Okay, wait. So, I’ve been

wanting to ask you something.

LENNY

Mmhmm?

JENNY

Would you want to meet my friends?

LENNY

Oh my god, of course!

JENNY

Really?

LENNY

Yas!

They hug.

LENNY

I really feel like we’re reaching a

new level in our relationship right

now.

INT. RESTAURANT - NIGHT

Lenny and Jenny wave to Jenny’s friends at the back.

JENNY

There they are. They’re going to

love you.

LENNY

I hope so!

They approach the table.

JENNY

Hi ladies. Everyone, this is Lenny,

my new GBF I’ve told you about.

Lenny’s face drops at "GBF."

(CONTINUED)
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LENNY

Wait, what? GBF?

RACHEL

Aw, he’s like your IRL Will.

ASHLEY

No, he’s totally your Jack

DONNA

You remind me soooo much of my

friend, John. He’s also gay.

Their stereotypical remarks begin to overlap each other and

overwhelm Lenny. He’s getting dizzy.

CUT TO:

INT. CAFE - DAY

Lenny sits with Zeke and ASH, another millennial friend.

They both gasp.

ZEKE

No she didn’t.

ASH

You’re joking.

LENNY

I wish. You should have heard them!

One of them even said "I love the

gays!" The gays.

ASH

Like, if you want gay friends,

fine? But don’t make friends with

someone because they’re gay.

LENNY

Exactly, and that’s why we love

you, Ash.

ZEKE

Aw, you’re our faghag.

ASH

Stop, you know I hate when you call

me that.

(CONTINUED)
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ZEKE

Would you prefer fruit fly?

LENNY

Our homo honey?

ZEKE

Flame dame?

ASH

Enough. I hate you guys. Okay, but

what are you going to do? You’re

going to kick her out right?

LENNY

Well...I kind of already did.

ZEKE

Stop it. How’d that go?

LENNY

Eh...

CUT TO:

INT. LIVING ROOM - DAY

Jenny is throwing a temper tantrum.

CUT TO:

INT. CAFE - DAY

Zeke and Ash burst into laughter.

ZEKE

She’s a crazy bish.

ASH

You’ll find someone new in no time.

LENNY

Thanks, guys.

INT. APARTMENT - DAY

Lenny walks up the stairs, then enters. He opens his door

and sees the entire place is empty.

(CONTINUED)
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LENNY

What the...Jenny?

He searches the rooms. 100% cleared out.

LENNY

Jenny? That piece of shit.

He runs out.

EXT. CITY STREET - DAY

Lenny storms out frantically approaching people.

LENNY

Have you seen a girl about ye tall?

CUT TO:

LENNY

She’s got blond hair?

CUT TO:

LENNY

This is a photo of her.

CUT TO:

Lenny screaming into the wind.

LENNY

Jenny? JENNY?!

From a nearby apartment.

NEIGHBOR (O.S.)

Shut the fuck up Forrest Gump!

INT. APARTMENT - NIGHT

Lenny sits alone and beaten.

CUT TO:

Later. Lenny opens his cabinets and she took all of his food

too except for a can of beans. He opens them and goes for a

fork. She took those too. He plops on the ground with his

beans and begins eating them with his fingers. He drops some

on his shirt.

(CONTINUED)
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LENNY

(To himself)

Great.

BLACK OUT


